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Thin supported polystyrene-C60 fullerene mixtures annealed above their glass transition temperature

develop spinodal surface undulations which depend on film thickness hð20–500 nmÞ, polymer molecular

mass Mw, temperature, and time t. The dominant wavelength �� 1–10 �m scales linearly with h and

coarsening kinetics follow �� t�, with 0<�ðhÞ< 1=3; the morphology eventually pins at long times.

This spinodal surface excitation contrasts with dewetting suppression and film stability observed in

low-Mw polymers and results from the interplay of binary miscibility and fullerene substrate attraction.
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Understanding the stability of polymer nanocomposite
thin films is both scientifically and technologically impor-
tant due to their ubiquitous applications in organic elec-
tronics and photovoltaics, coatings, and adhesives [1].

The discovery that C60 fullerenes could suppress the
dewetting of thin polystyrene (PS) films [2] first demon-
strated that the addition of trace amounts of nanoparticles
(NPs) could provide a route to uniform, stable polymer
films and has therefore attracted great interest in recent
years. Numerous studies of thin supported films with addi-
tives such as C60 [2,3], dendrimers [4], and cross-linked
polymeric NPs [3,5] have established that the surface
attraction of NPs to the substrate interface can yield a
diffuse interfacial layer that shields polymer-interface in-
teractions, pins the contact lines of growing holes, and thus
inhibits dewetting of ultrathin films. This entropically
driven NP segregation mechanism [6] is analogous to the
‘‘depletion attraction’’ [7] responsible for NP migration to
cracks and crazes [1,8].

In this Letter, we report a spinodal surface excitation that
emerges in high-molecular mass Mw PS-C60 nanocompo-
site thin films, annealed above their glass transition tem-
perature Tg, shown in Fig. 1(f). The characteristic

wavelength of the dominant mode �� and the time evolu-
tion of the surface morphology have been examined as a
function of film thickness h, annealing temperature T, and
polymer molecular mass Mw. This ‘‘spinodal clustering’’
process is investigated in terms of fluid phase separation
and nanoparticle surface attraction.

Uniform nanocomposite polystyrene-C60 films were
prepared from dilute solution and spun-cast onto silicon
wafers. PS and C60 Fullerene NPs (MER 99þ%) were
separately dissolved in toluene (99:8þ%), sonicated for
30 min, and mixed to obtain a 5% mass fraction of C60. PS
ofMw 2.75, 10, 80, and 270 kg=mol (Mw=Mn ¼ 1:1, 1.05,
1.05, and 2.4) was obtained from Polymer Source, Polymer
Labs, and BP Chemicals; their radii of gyration (Rg) are,

respectively, 1.4, 2.7, 7.6, and 14 nm and the diameter of
C60 is �0:7 nm. Solutions were further sonicated for
30 min and filtered (0:45 �m) before spin-casting onto

[100] silicon wafers with a native (�2 nm) oxide layer,
as probed by x-ray reflectometry (PANAlytical X’Pert
PRO). Control experiments were carried out on piranha-
cleaned wafers [2,3] that result in stable (neat) PS thin
films [9]. Film thickness h, measured by uv-visible inter-
ferometry (Filmetrics, F20-UV), ranged from 20 to
500 nm. Films were dried at room temperature for 24 h
and then isothermally annealed in situ (up to 72 h) on a hot
stage mounted on a reflection optical microscope
(Olympus BX41M). Prior to annealing, all films are flat
and uniform. The surface topography was further charac-

FIG. 1. Optical micrographs of neat PS and PS� 5%C60 nano-
composite thin films upon annealing for 30 min at 140 �C (a),(b)
and 180 �C (c)–(f). Film thickness: (a),(b) 30 nm; (c)–(f)
150 nm. Inset (f) shows FFT of spinodal clustering morphology
[scale bars: (a)–(d) 500 �m, (e),(f) 50 �m].
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terized by tapping-mode atomic force microscopy (AFM)
(Innova, Veeco, TESP-SS probes). Structure factors SðqÞ
were obtained by thresholding, fast-Fourier-transform
(FFT), and radially averaging the optical micrographs,
while cluster area fraction, size, and number distribution
was carried by image analysis (National Instruments). The
characteristic wavelength of the surface morphology is
obtained by �� ¼ 2�=q�, where q� is the wave number
corresponding to the maximum intensity of SðqÞ. The
growth kinetics of the in-plane structure ��ðtÞ were inves-
tigated as a function of annealing time (t), film thickness h,
and mass Mw (above and below entanglement Me �
10 kg=mol). For comparison, neat PS films were investi-
gated in the same experimental conditions.

For consistency, we first reproduce the observations of
Barnes et al. [2] and confirm the suppression of dewetting
in low-Mw PS films upon addition of C60. Figure 1(a)
depicts the usual Voronoi dewetting pattern [10], observed
for a PS(2k), h ¼ 30 nm film, annealed at 140 �C for
30 min. Dewetting is suppressed in its C60-filled counter-
part, shown in Fig. 1(b). This effect holds when increasing
h and T to 150 nm and 180 �C, respectively, apart for the
expected scaling of dewetting polygons in neat films with h
[Fig. 1(c)] and emergence of isolated NP ‘‘clusters’’ in
composite films [Fig. 1(d)]. By contrast, high-Mw nano-
composite films of PS(270k) in the same conditions exhibit
a spinodal-like morphology with characteristic wavelength
of � � 6:3 �m, shown in Fig. 1(f). The process occurs
independently of piranha-etched (PS-wetting) and native
wafer (metastable) substrates. The neat PS(270k) film, on
the other hand, does not dewet within this time scale and
remains uniform [Fig. 1(e)] for t * 10 h.

In order to elucidate the nature of this spinodal cluster-
ing process, we examine the dependence of this morphol-
ogy with film thickness in Fig. 2 for PSð270kÞ � 5%C60.
The structure is discussed in terms of dominant length
scale �� and size and number of individual clusters. The
FFT are depicted in the insets in Fig. 2(a)–2(g) and show a
spinodal ring that shrinks with increasing h. Figure 2(h)

compiles the structure factors as a function of thickness
demonstrating a reduction in peak position q� with increas-
ing h, at constant t of 30 min. The individual clusters, on
the other hand, increase in size (ranging from radius of
approximately 200 to 1000 nm) but decrease in number
with film h. The surface area fraction occupied by the
clusters in the 170 nm nanocomposite film �5:3� 0:5%
is in agreement with the overall C60 mass fraction.
The 3D topography revealed by AFM [Fig. 2(i)] con-

firms that the nanocomposite films do not dewet the sub-
strate within the time scales investigated. Instead,
undulating surface patterns of large amplitude develop
with time, reaching in excess of 300 nm at late stages
(for h� 150 nm). FFT of AFM topography scans and
binary optical micrographs yields identical dominant �,
indicating that optical thresholding does not induce arti-
facts in determining the periodicity �. The time evolution
of the surface morphology as a function of film thickness at
T ¼ 180 �C is summarized in Fig. 3. The structure factor
of a representative 135 nm film, shown in Fig. 3(a) at
selected time intervals, characterizes the coarsening ki-
netics of spinodal clustering.
The bicontinuous morphology suggests phase separation

via spinodal decomposition. While spinodal dewetting
occurs in ultrathin polymer films, including polystyrene
of h� 5 nm [11,12], the present observations hold for both
piranha-etched (which result in stable PS films [9]) and
native wafers. Furthermore, the film thicknesses (20–
500 nm) are comparatively large and AFM confirms that
films do not actually dewet the substrate within experimen-
tal time scales (of 1–10 h). In contrast, the spinodal mor-
phology develops within 2–3 min. The initial wavelength
�0 of the structure (computed at t0 ¼ 3 min ) is plotted as
a function of film thickness h in Fig. 3(b) and follows �0 �
h1 in the accessible h range.
Fluid-fluid phase separation is expected in asymmetric

polymer-particle mixtures [13] for large particle-to-
monomer size ratios (in excess of �5). As in polymer
mixtures, increasing the molecular mass should increase

FIG. 2 (color online). Optical micrographs of PSð270kÞ � 5%C60 mixtures of various film thicknesses (a)–(g) annealed for 30 min at
180 �C. (h) Structure factors obtained from radial average of FFT insets. (i) AFM topography scan for h ¼ 135 nm (2f).
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the critical point [14] and result in phase separation.
Further, an entropically driven surface phase transition
has been observed [2–4] and predicted [6] for low-Mw

polymer-particle thin films, resulting in the expulsion and
layering of NPs along the solid substrate. Early stages of
spinodal decomposition are generally described by Cahn-
Hilliard theory [15], yielding a dominant wavelength,
which then grows via a number of coarsening mechanisms
[16]. Thin film confinement results in 2D effects that
generally reduce the coarsening power laws �� t�, where
exponent � is thickness-dependent, and eventually pinning
of the structure at long times [17]. The initial �0 scales with
�h1 in phase separating thin films, compatible with
present observations [Fig. 3(b)].

The time dependence of the dominant wave number q�
is shown in Fig. 3(c). As expected, thinner films generally
yield smaller �� and coarsen comparatively slower. The

thicker films (�170 nm) exhibit a q� � t�1=3 as expected
for evaporation or condensation and Brownian coalescence
mechanism in phase-separating fluid mixtures. The center
of mass of the clusters does not move with time, while the
cluster size grows, indicating that either mechanism would
involve motion of submicrometer particles. This exponent
decreases with decreasing h and seemingly vanishes for
h ! 20 nm. At the initial stages, q� appears to be time-
independent as expected in the early stages of phase sepa-
ration. At very long times, shown in the inset in Fig. 3(c),
the in-plane structure eventually pins, reaching �1 ¼
8:7 �m for the h ¼ 155 nm film shown here. Further
increasing h results in a qualitative morphological change
characterized by polydisperse clusters and loss of spinodal
character.

We rationalize these observations in terms of the
entropic-driven phase separation of PS-fullerene mixtures,
followed by C60 association, observed in the bulk above a
threshold temperature [18], into aC60-rich dispersed phase,
enveloped by a PS-rich phase, much like in thin film
polymer mixtures with asymmetric surface attraction [17].
In order to reconcile the previous reports of suppression

of dewetting upon addition of nanoparticles [2,3] and the
current spinodal clustering observations, we investigate the
effect of Mw in Fig. 4. Neat PS films of h� 135 of all Mw

studied, annealed above Tg, are metastable on native sili-

con oxide substrates [12]: PS(2k) and PS(10k) films rup-
ture readily (<1 min ) at 180 �C, while PS(80k) and PS
(270k) remain largely uniform until much longer times (up

FIG. 3. (a) Time dependence of the structure factor of
PSð270kÞ � 5%C60 film of h ¼ 135 nm, annealed at 180 �C.
(b) Film thickness dependence of the initial dominant wave-
length �0 � 2�=qðt ! 0Þ; line is a linear fit to h1.
(c) Coarsening kinetics of dominant wave number q� as a
function of h. The inset depicts pinning of morphology after
long annealing times for selected h ¼ 155 nm, yielding �1 ¼
8:7 �m.
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FIG. 4. Molecular mass dependence of morphology of neat
and PS-C60 films of h� 135 nm annealed at 180 �C for 30 min.
Low-Mw neat PS films (e),(g) readily dewet silicon substrates,
while dewetting is effectively suppressed for PSð2kÞ � 5%C60

(h) as reported previously [2,3]. Neat PS(80k) and PS(270k) (a),
(c) do not dewet significantly in this time scale. Spinodal
clustering occurs within 2–3 min for PS-C60 of higher Mw (b),
(d) while intermediate Mw (10k) films (f) show a transitional
morphology between stability and spinodal clustering.
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to 6 and 10 h). As indicated in Fig. 1, dewetting in low-Mw

PS is suppressed by addition of C60. With increasing Mw,
the film uniformity is gradually replaced by a bicontinuous
spinodal structure. At ‘‘intermediate’’ molecular masses
[� entanglement mass of PS(10k)], a transition morphol-
ogy is observed within �1 min , resulting in nonuniform
films lacking a well-defined in-plane periodicity �.

We interpret this behavior as an interplay between
polymer-particle miscibility and particle-surface attraction
(or ‘‘entropic push’’), which is mediated by a polymer
matrix of given Mw (thus viscosity �) and film thickness.
Low-Mw thin (h � 30 nm) composite films have been
shown to form a diffuse C60 layer at the substrate interface
during spin coating [2] that cannot be redispersed by
solvent or thermal annealing [3]. Further, the particle en-
tropic push depends on both particle-monomer size mis-
match and configurational chain entropy, and a second
surface-induced nucleation process has been predicted [6].

Neutron reflection and selective dissolution AFM stud-
ies [19] indicate that, during annealing, the integrity of the
C60-rich layer is maintained in low-Mw films while large
clusters, anchored to the solid substrate, form in high-Mw

matrices. The formation of micron-sized irregular NP
clusters at the substrate interface, instead of a uniform
surface monolayer, has also been recently reported on
relatively thick (h ¼ 120 nm) spun-cast films of
PSð600kÞ � 5%C60 [20]. Nanoparticle diffusion in thin
films is strongly anisotropic (considerably faster in the
plane of the film direction) and the viscosity of high-Mw

composite films (��M3:4
w for entangled melts) corre-

spondingly higher, tuning the interplay between surface
attraction and phase separation. Fullerene clustering, in
turn, leads to the undulation of surface topography, which
is enriched by the PS top layer. NP surface attraction and
hence the resulting surface morphology are thus highly
dependent on simultaneously h and Mw. Bulk measure-
ments corroborate the miscibility threshold of C60 (1%–
2%) and stability temperature [18].

In summary, we report the spinodal clustering of
polymer-nanoparticle thin film mixtures, resulting from
the interplay of Mw-dependent binary phase separation
and surface attraction. Scaling of dominant wavelength
�� with film thickness h agrees well with linearized spi-
nodal theories, and coarsening laws are obtained as a
function of h and t. The stability boundaries depend on
Mw, NP loading, thickness, temperature, and surface en-
ergy, as well as on the film depth profile structure. Cluster
growth is observed at lower C60 concentration (1%–2%),
eventually merging into a spinodal morphology after ap-
proximately 48 h at 180 �C at 2% C60, albeit in smaller
numbers. The generality of this process is confirmed by
analogous association phenomena in other acrylate and
styrenic polymer matrices [21]. Understanding this self-
assembly process is essential to growing technological
applications of polymer-NP coatings and thin films.
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